We consider the fractal von Neumann entropy associated with the fractal distribution function and we obtain for some universal classes h of fractons their entropies.
The fractal von Neumann entropy associated with the fractal distribution function was introduced in [1] . We have defined universal classes h of particles or quasiparticles which carry rational or irrational spin quantum number s. The fractal parameter or Hausdorff dimension h runs within the interval 1 < h < 2. Fractons as charge-flux systems are such particles which live in two-dimensional multiply connected space and satisfy specific fractal distribution function. The particles of each class are collected taking into account the fractal spectrum
with ξ = exp {(ǫ − µ)/KT }. Another result of our approach to fractional spin particles is that the classes h satisfy a duality simmetry defined byh = 3 − h, and as a consequence we extract a fractal supersymmetry which defines pairs of particles s, s + . Thus, the fractal distribution function is a quantum-geometrical description of the statistical laws of Nature, since the quantum path is a fractal curve and this reflects the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
The Fractal von Neumann entropy per state in terms of the average occupation number is given as [1] 
where
is the Fractal distribution function which appears as a simple and elegant generalization of the fermionic and bosonic distributions for particles with braiding properties. The function
We also have
is the single-particle partition function. The free energy for the particles in a given quantum state is expressed as
hence we find the average occupation number
Using the thermodynamic relation
, we obtain another general expression for the entropy
where the energy is given by
since we have that E = F + T S. Now, if you consider the density matrix ρ, the entropy is found to be [2]
is the statistical weight for the classes of fractons and N = nG is the number of particles, G is the number of states, n is the average occupation number [1] . The microstate probability is given by
with p + q = 1 and the total probability is unity
Differentiating this last expression with respect to p, we find
and defining 
and
For fractons of the self-dual class , we have
and for two more examples, the dual classes , · · · h= 5 3 , the entropies read as
We have also introduced the topological concept of fractal index asssociated with each class ( h is a geometrical parameter related to the quantum path of the particles ) and defined by [3] 
so we obtain for the bosonic class i f On the other hand, fractons satisfy a fractal-deformed Heisenberg algebra which generalizes the fermionic and bosonic ones [4] . The fractal-deformed Heisenberg algebra is obtained of the relation
between creation and annihilation operators. The factor of deformation is defined as
such that for h = 1 and x = y, we reobtain the fermionic anticommutation relations a(x), a † (x) = 1, and for h = 2 and x = y, we reobtain the bosonic commutation relations a(x), a † (x) = 1. If x = y and 1 < h < 2, we have nonlocal operators for fractons
We have applied these ideas in some systems of the condensed matter such as fractional quantum Hall effect [1] and Luttinger liquids [5] . Besides this we have also considered some connection with conformal field theories [3] . Another direction of research is the connection between Number Theory and Physics as explicited by our formulation [1, 3] . There exists other possibilities of application, for example, we are considering the study of entanglement states for fracton quantum computing.
In conclusion, we have considered in this Letter, the fractal von Neumann entropy associated with the fractal distribution function for some universal classes h of fractons.
